Wellbeing that works
1/2 DAY SESSION
DELIVERY IN EUROPE
Approximately 4 hour Session

WHAT'S INCLUDED
Pre-Session:
Targeted exercises to support your team's wellbeing
goals; connecting to purpose, clarifying values, and
making sense of their life wheel. Handouts and Loom
examples will be provided.

Session:
Reflect, Rest and Reconnect
Let's reflect so we can make sense of all that has
unfolded the last two years. Reconnect with what is most
important to you by linking your purpose and values to
what you do every day. Reset, look at your week from a
different vantage point, and seize this opportunity to
redefine the way you live & work. Connect & Reconnect,
working from home has even our closest colleagues
feeling far away, let's change that!

Post Session:
Session summary notes & videos
Follow up materials
Wellbeing Ambassador check-in

Also included:
Pre-Session tech review 30 minutes
Pre-Session alignment check 45 minutes
Presentation summary deck
Wellbeing Ambassador check-in 45 minutes
Price: 2000.oo€
Customization beyond the aforementioned scope may result in an increased price.
VAT Not included.

NOTIONAL AGENDA
Welcome to the day
Agenda
About your facilitator
Room Alignment
Vision for the day
Ice Breaker
Team intro

Reflection
What is reflection
Benefits of reflection personally
Benefits of reflection professionally
Getting started with personal reflection
Getting started with a hybrid reflection
Break out session
Regroup & Wrap-up

Linking purpose & values with company values
How do we connect our values to our
Linking individual values to company values
Values breakout session
Why is purpose so important & connecting to your
purpose
Linking purpose to the role within company role
Breakout session
Regroup & Wrap-up

NOTIONAL AGENDA
Rest your workweek
Reshaping the hybrid work week
Connecting values & purpose to our work week
One-one breakout
Regroup

Connect & Reconnect with each other
Icebreaker
Why is the connection with colleagues so important
Connecting & Reconnecting
Team Building & Connecting Activity
Wrap-up
Take away
Putting it all together
Next Steps
Group Photo
Final Thoughts

